Emerging treatment for ALK-positive lung cancer.
Lung cancer is associated with poor prognosis and limited benefit from chemotherapy. The treatment of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) has been revolutionized by the discovery of targetable genetic alterations, including the ALK fusion oncogene. Three drugs have been approved for clinical use in ALK-positive patients - crizotinib, ceritinib and alectinib. Unfortunately, treatment resistance inevitably develops. Several mechanisms of acquired resistance are reported. In this review, we will discuss emerging treatment options in ALK-positive advanced NSCLC and strategies to overcome resistance mechanisms, including newer generation of ALK inhibitors, Hsp90 inhibitors and immunotherapy. Tremendous advances have been made in the treatment of ALK-positive lung cancers, but management hurdles still exist, including universal development of resistance to ALK inhibitors and limited CNS activity. Given that specific treatment strategies target distinct patterns of resistance, re-biopsy at the time of progression appears necessary to optimize management. However, there remain many issues in routine clinical application including the burden placed on the patients by serial biopsies and the risks of repeat invasive procedures. Future studies are needed to validate the usage of non- or minimally invasive tests and to determine the optimal orders of utilizing different ALK inhibitors.